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Summary:
Looking to buy a new desktop personal computer system? This guide helps you make an informed p
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Article Body:
With the rapid pace of technological developments, nothing has become as ubiquitous as the com

At Myshopping.com.au you can compare the prices of a wide range of different computers from di
Mac or Windows (PC)

At the outset, you need to decide what you are going to use the computer for. This will help y

Consequently, if you are engaged in these industries and need your computer for this type of w

Another decision that may guide your choice is the aesthetics of the computer. If you have lim
The Components of Your Computer

The two factors that determine the price of your computer are size (yes it does matter) and sp
CPU

The heart of the computer is the CPU (central processing unit). You need to decide which CPU y
Current processing speeds range from about 1.4 GHz (gigahertz) through to 3.46 GHz. But it is

However, for everyday use, a processor faster than 1.8 GHz will deliver excellent performance.
RAM

This is where bigger definitely means better performance. RAM is the system memory that enable
HARD DRIVE

The hard drive of the computer stores your program files and your data. As computers have adva
REMOVABLE MEDIA

You will want to have a CD-R or (CD-RW) drive installed in your computer, and or possibly a DV

Other removable media will possibly include flash card storage, which is usually plugged in vi
MONITORS

The monitor for your computer is integral to its function and aesthetics. If you are working i

For graphics intensive work, LCD screens do not have the same capacity to render colours in gr
VIDEO AND SOUND

For a detailed explanation of video cards, please see the article on Myshopping.com.au dedicat
The interface between the CPU and the Monitor is provided by the video card. One of the basic

Cheaper computers, and laptops and notebooks, have an integrated graphics chip included in the

For a computer to reproduce the sounds recorded in games, movies and music products it require

Nearly every computer comes with a set of stereo speakers. However it pays to have a good list
KEYBOARD AND MOUSE
The choice of keyboard and mouse are personal choices. Sometimes it depends on what you do on
CONNECTIVITY
Today, connectivity is everything. Your computer can have wireless connections to all of your

To compare the different bundle offers from different brands, and to compare the different com
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